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At the same time, glamping is much more
than just a nice tent. It’s like a traditional
camping in so many ways – you will still be
surrounded by fantastic outdoors and be
able to enjoy some stunning scenery and
natural wonders right from your porch. Apart
from that, you’ll find that glamping areas are
not deprived of the fun-filled cheerful atmosphere of a classic campsite. Enjoy chatting
with your fellow campers, make new friends
and spend as much time as possible outside.
Wake up to the sound of birds, enjoy the
fresh air or the sound of waves and grant
yourself a lush experience in the nature for
your next vacation.
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THE NAME SAYS
IT ALL – IT’S
A HYBRID OF
“GLAMOUROUS”
AND “CAMPING”

If you’re looking for a way to make your holiday
unique and avoid the traditional ‘one-size-fitsall’ type of vacation – glamping might be your
best option. This luxurious way of travelling is
having a serious moment among travellers,
and for all the right reasons. The name says
it all – it’s a hybrid of “glamourous” and “camping” and it really combines wild nature with
modern life commodities in the most convenient way possible. In glamping, stunning nature meets modern luxury which allows you
not only to see the nature and the wildlife but
to immerse yourself in it and explore untamed
parts of the world without having to sacrifice
your personal comfort.

Choose between a carefully curated collection
of upscale accommodation; tents, cabins, villas,
lodges, tipis and treehouses, all placed in pristine, intimate and absolutely magnificent hidden
places of our lovely planet. Forget about foraging
for firewood, setting up a tent, sleeping in a bag
on the hard ground, walking across the campsite
to reach bathroom – it will all already be conveniently set up waiting for your arrival. You will fall
a sleep in a real comfortable bed, be able to turn
on and off the lights and the heating, use a real
bathroom as a part of your accommodation, use
all the electrical appliances in the kitchen, enjoy
air conditioning on hot summer days and lounge
on the porch of your tent.

TENTS, CABINS,
VILLAS,
LODGES,
TIPIS AND
TREEHOUSES

